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Abstract

Marine debris is severely threatening the marine lives
and causing sustained pollution to the whole ecosystem. To
prevent the wastes from getting into the ocean, it is helpful
to clean up the floating wastes in inland waters using the au-
tonomous cleaning devices like unmanned surface vehicles.
The cleaning efficiency relies on a high-accurate and robust
object detection system. However, the small size of the tar-
get, the strong light reflection over water surface, and the
reflection of other objects on bank-side all bring challenges
to the vision-based object detection system. To promote
the practical application for autonomous floating wastes
cleaning, we present FloW†, the first dataset for floating
waste detection in inland water areas. The dataset con-
sists of an image sub-dataset FloW-Img and a multimodal
sub-dataset FloW-RI which contains synchronized millime-
ter wave radar data and images. Accurate annotations
for images and radar data are provided, supporting float-
ing waste detection strategies based on image, radar data,
and the fusion of two sensors. We perform several base-
line experiments on our dataset, including vision-based and
radar-based detection methods. The results show that, the
detection accuracy is relatively low and floating waste de-
tection still remains a challenging task.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the marine wastes problem has arisen in-

creasing concern of researchers and the general public. The
wastes, especially the plastics inundating into the oceans
are severely threatening the marine lives and causing sus-
tained pollution to the whole ecosystem [24] (as illustrated
in Figure 1(a)). However, according to [50], only 15% of
the marine wastes are floating over the ocean surface, while
15% remain in the water column and 70% subside on the
seafloor. While there are many projects launched to clean
the floating marine wastes, it is essential to prevent wastes

*Equal contribution.
†FloW dataset as well as the development tools are publicly available

at: https://github.com/ORCA-Uboat/FloW-Dataset.

(a) Marine Wastes (b) Inland Water Wastes

(c) Cleaning Manually (d) Cleaning Autonomously

Figure 1. Severe water pollution and cleaning methods.

from getting into the ocean. Land-based sources, as op-
posed to marine-based sources, are considered the dominant
input of wastes into oceans [20]. Thus, cleaning floating
wastes in inland water areas, such as canals, rivers, lakes,
and bays (as illustrated in Figure 1(b)), is a vital approach
to slow the growing trend of marine wastes and water pol-
lution.

Traditional strategies to cope with the floating wastes in
inland waters mainly rely on manpower as shown in Figure
1(c). However, manual cleaning is low-efficient and costly
when there are a large amount of floating wastes or the pol-
luted water area is pretty broad [48]. What’s more, the po-
tential risks like the toxic gas and liquid from the drainage
systems [49] and accidental drowning, limit the scenes of
manual cleaning. Therefore, efficient autonomous floating
waste cleaning methods are in great and urgent demand.

Recently, unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) have at-
tracted a lot of attention for their usage in various missions.
In particular, USVs have shown great potential in environ-
mental applications, especially the floating waste cleaning
[1, 48] (as shown in Figure 1(d)) since USVs can enter
some hard-to-reach areas and operate independently. [17]
has done a survey on river plastic pollution capture devices
and listed 40 of them for comparison. Compared to some
stationary devices, a good cleaning USV can be considered
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Figure 2. (a) The floating waste occupies small image area. (b)
The reflection of other objects makes it difficult to identify the
bottle. (c) Harmless floating materials like fallen leaves disturb the
visual system. (d) The reflection of strong light makes the plastic
cup nearly invisible.

as the all-inclusive device that can guide (via booms and
targeted driving), remove, contain, and transport the debris
on water surfaces [17].

To achieve efficient and reliable autonomous cleaning of
USVs, a real-time and accurate floating waste detection sys-
tem is indispensable. With the development of computer
vision and deep learning, the data of appearance about the
objects provided by the visual system can be better utilized.
Therefore, floating wastes detection relying on visual infor-
mation can be the most cost-effective solution.

However, in inland waters, floating wastes like bottles
and drink cans are of small size. Most of the floating wastes
occupy small image areas, which increases the difficulties
of accurate detection. For object detection based on deep
neural network, compared to large objects, small objects
usually lack appearance information and the high-level fea-
tures of small objects are not discriminative, making it hard
to distinguish them from the background and achieve ac-
curate localization [2, 22]. The accuracy for small object
detection is much lower than medium and large object de-
tection.

Besides the small size, the complex real-world scenes
of inland waters also cause challenges for the vision-based
detection methods. For example, the reflections of objects
on the bank-side as well as other harmless floating materi-
als would disturb the visual detection system. The strong
light reflection on the water surface may lead to overex-
posed images and make the waste invisible. Examples of
the aforementioned problems are shown in Figure 2. There-
fore, vision-based floating waste detection remains an unre-
solved problem for practical applications.

Complementary sensors can increase the adaptability of
autonomous driving system. With the flourishing millime-
ter wave circuit technology and advanced signal processing

techniques, 77 GHz millimeter wave radar has been widely
used in perception system of autonomous driving for detec-
tion of objects and obstacles [40]. Compared to camera,
radar is more robust to weather and lighting condition, and
has the ability to reveal the target in a further range. In ad-
dition, radar data informs not only the location but also the
Doppler velocity of the target [38]. For floating waste de-
tection, radar provides a complement to image data.

It can be seen that public datasets can spur relevant stud-
ies and enable comparability for different strategies. For
vision-based object detection, advances have been achieved
through exploration of the famous dataset like COCO [28]
and PASCAL VOC [11]. To draw attention to the float-
ing waste cleaning using USVs in inland waters and help
researches on small object detection over water surfaces,
we introduce FloW, the first dataset for floating waste de-
tection from USVs’ view in inland waters which consists
of an image sub-dataset FloW-Image (FloW-Img) and a
multimodal sub-dataset FloW-Radar-Img (FloW-RI). The
FloW-Img contains 2,000 images with 5,271 labeled float-
ing wastes. Small objects account for more than half of the
labeled objects. Beside the annotated images, we also pro-
vide 200 independent video sequences consisting of more
than 20,000 image frames without annotations to support
researches on floating wastes tracking on water surfaces. In
addition, one highlight of our dataset is the FloW-RI, which
contains 4,000 frames of synchronized and calibrated im-
ages and millimeter wave radar data of floating wastes. The
FloW dataset is collected under diverse illumination and
wave conditions, containing wastes of various appearances
at different ranges and view angles. We evaluate some well-
used algorithms on our dataset to illustrate the challenges of
floating waste detection over water surface.

This work mainly contributes in following aspects:

• To our knowledge, FloW is the first dataset for floating
wastes detection collected from the view of USVs in
real-world inland waters under various conditions. The
dataset can attract attention to floating waste problems
in inland waters and help the development and compa-
rability of inland waters floating waste detection algo-
rithms.

• More than half of the labeled floating wastes in the im-
age sub-dataset FloW-Img are regarded as small ob-
jects, which can spur studies on small objects detection
over water surface.

• The sub-dataset FloW-RI contains continuous se-
quences of synchronized image and millimeter wave
radar data with accurate annotations, supporting re-
searches on floating waste detection based on radar
data and fusion of image and radar data.

• We benchmark some well-used object detection al-
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gorithms on our dataset to illustrate the problem in
vision-based floating waste detection in inland waters.

2. Related Work
2.1. Vision-based Object Detection on Water Sur-

face

Large progress has been made in the field of object detec-
tion in images, especially algorithms based on deep learn-
ing, which are usually categorized into two types: the region
proposed based methods like Faster R-CNN [47], FPN [26]
and the regression/classification based methods like YOLO
[45], SSD [29].

For object detection over water surfaces, methods based
on traditional image segmentation and saliency are firstly
applied to this task [31, 6, 19]. These methods may not
be robust to different environmental or lighting conditions,
and different targets (i.e. lands or vessels) are indistinguish-
able to the model [7]. Researchers have explored using
deep learning methods for object detection on water sur-
faces, especially the maritime object detection. Newly pro-
posed models like Faster R-CNN [47], Mask R-CNN [16]
etc. are applied to maritime object detection directly or with
modification to increase the model’s real-time performance
and detection accuracy [34, 57, 56]. However, the differ-
ences between the marine and inland water environments
and target sizes pose new challenges for our floating waste
detection tasks. Some works focus on detecting the float-
ing wastes using unmanned aerial vehicles or surveillance
camera [36, 52]. Different from their works which utilize
top-view images for waste monitoring, our works help to
support floating waste detection for cleaning USVs.

2.2. Object Detection based on Millimeter Wave
Radar

In the past few years, 77 GHz millimeter wave radar is
widely used in autonomous driving. Object detection based
on radar becomes an important solution for robust percep-
tion system of autonomous vehicles. For inland USVs, mil-
limeter wave radar serves as a novel sensor for object detec-
tion.

The constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector and the its
variants such as the cell averaging (CA)-CFAR and ordered
statistic (OS)-CFAR are regarded as the classical radar de-
tector for millimeter wave radar [40]. For classical radar ob-
ject detection, the detector mainly concentrates on detecting
the presence or absence of targets rather than generating the
semantic information about the targets (e.g., clutters, float-
ing bottles or stones).

In recent year, deep-learning based object detection us-
ing millimeter wave radar has attracted increasing atten-
tion. These methods can be used for specific target de-
tection, such as pedestrians and vehicles. There are two

main presentation formats of radar data used in these works.
One is the final output of the classic radar signal processing
pipeline: the radar point clouds [9, 33, 35]. The other one
is the medium data generated in the radar signal process-
ing pipeline [39, 25, 30], such as the Rang-Dopple matrix.
Range-Azimuth matrix, and radar cube. Danzer et al. [9]
present an approach for 2D car detection solely using sparse
radar point clouds based on the PointNet architecture. In
[30], Major et al. propose a deep learning based vehicle
detection method that operates on radar Range-Azimuth-
Doppler tensors. Nabati and Qi [35] present a region pro-
posal network for object detection in autonomous vehicles.
Lim et al. [25] use radar and camera early fusion for vehicle
detection. Researches on specific target detection using mil-
limeter wave radar main aim at applications in autonomous
driving. Using the radar for small object detection on water
surfaces still remains an unexplored task.

2.3. Related Dataset

Researchers from the computer vision communities have
paid efforts to waste detection to deal with the environmen-
tal issues. Datasets for vision-based waste detection have
been published. [55] present the TrashNet dataset contain-
ing classes of common trashes like glass, paper, etc. for
classifying garbage into recycling. Wang et al. [53] present
their dataset UAV-BD for the real-world waste bottle detec-
tion on the ground in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) im-
ages. The recently published TACO dataset [42] contains
multi-class annotated photos of wastes in the wild. [54]
build an indoor RGBD waste dataset called MJU-Waste and
propose a deep learning based method for waste segmenta-
tion. Beside, the Deep-sea Debris Database [12] collects
images and images of trash in realistic underwater envi-
ronments. Based on these datasets, works have been done
for vision-based waste detection [14, 10, 18]. However, as
shown in Figure 3, being valuable for waste classification or
monitoring though, the application scenes of these datasets
differ a lot from the inland water surfaces environments.
To our knowledge, FloW is the first dataset addressing the
floating waste detection in the complex scene of real-world
inland waters. Collected from the view of USVs, works
upon FloW dataset can directly support the cleaning USVs.

As for object detection on water surfaces, the Singapore
Marine Dataset (SMD) [41] and the benchmark built on it
[34] have spurred works for maritime object detection for
USVs [21, 44]. The MODD2 [3] provides stereo videos
for marine USVs obstacle detection. Besides, [15] present
a dataset including categories of riverside, vessel, etc. for
USVs’ safe navigation in inland waters. These datasets
mainly contain targets like ships and vessels, which are rel-
atively big and not easily affected by the environmental in-
fluences.

In addition to the relevant visual datasets, driven by the
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Figure 3. FloW dataset in comparison with other dataset. Our dataset is the first one aimed at the floating waste detection from the view of
USVs in the complex real-world inland waters environment. (Some pictures are scaled or cut for alignment.)

increasing trends in applications of millimeter wave radar,
datasets for object detection based on radar have also been
published, which are mainly built for autonomous driving.
Astyx has published a dataset containing annotated high-
resolution 3D automotive radar point clouds for deep learn-
ing based object detection [32]. The nuScenes dataset [4]
includes radar data collected on public roads with multi-
class annotations. The CARRADA dataset presented in
[38] is a dataset of synchronized camera and radar record-
ings with range-angle-Doppler annotations for object detec-
tion, semantic segmentation, and object tracking. While the
millimeter wave radar is becoming popular in autonomous
driving for object detection, using it for waste detection in
inland waters is a novel and meaningful attempt.

3. Dataset

Detail information about the FloW dataset will be dis-
cussed in this section.

3.1. Acquisition Platform

We make use of our cleaning USV equipped with cam-
eras and millimeter wave radar as the collection platform
(shown in Figure 4) to collect images of floating bottles in
the real-world inland waters thereby meeting the require-
ments of autonomous cleaning using USVs.

As can be seen, two cameras are equipped in front of the
vehicle facing forward recording the cleaning USVs’ driv-
ing scene in inland waters. Considering that in the real-
world scenes of inland waters, there are dynamic ranges
which may extend further than the normal camera can per-

Figure 4. Our acquisition platform is equipped with two cameras
and a millimeter wave radar. The directions of the sensors used
in collecting the FloW-RI are marked in different color (X-red,
Y-green, Z-blue).

ceive, one camera is set in high dynamic range (HDR)
model to balance the lighting for clearer images. The HDR
camera (with AR0230 chip) captures images with resolu-
tion of 1280 × 720 while the other camera provides images
of resolution 1280 × 640 pixels. Two cameras are enabled
under different environments for the variety of image data
and provide independent sets of images to avoid overlap-
ping.

The radar used in our work is a Texas Instruments 77
GHz frequency modulate continuous wave (FMCW) radar
AWR1843 with an array of 3 transmitting antennas and
4 uniformly spaced receiving antennas. The radar is also
equipped on the vehicle facing forward, in order to collect
complementary information of the floating wastes. Detail
information about the radar and relevant parameters setting
will be discussed in the next part.
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3.2. Data Collection and Processing

When collecting the dataset, the variety of collection
scenes, lighting conditions, number of objects per frame,
the appearance of objects, view angles, and target ranges
are considered to increase the diversity of samples.

During a period of 3 months, our USV drove both man-
ually and automatically in different real-world inland wa-
ters, to record video sequences of floating wastes under var-
ious lighting conditions. The floating wastes in our dataset
mainly include plastic bottles and drink cans with different
appearances. In each water area, we set a route for the ve-
hicle to repeatedly sail across the surface. As the vehicle
get closer to the object from different directions, the vari-
ety of object distribution, ranges, and view angles can be
ensured. The vehicle is also driven manually around the
floating wastes to increase the diversity of wastes distribu-
tion. The collection processes of FloW-Img and FloW-RI
are independent and there is no overlap between the two
sub-datasets.

FloW-Img Dataset. With the collected raw video se-
quences (with a sample frequency of 10 Hz), the data for
the image dataset are generated by firstly extracting every
30th image from part of the raw video sequences. Then
images of high similarity and some blurred images are ex-
cluded manually. The video sequences in the FloW-Img
dataset are cut from other raw sequences. There is no over-
lap between the annotated images and the video sequences.

FloW-RI Dataset. For the multimodal dataset collec-
tion, the wave parameters of FMCW radar and the signal
processing procedure for radar raw data are chosen to pro-
vide effective information of the floating wastes in inland
waters.

For FMCW radar, a frame is composed of Nchirp lin-
ear frequency-modulated chirps, whose frequency varies
linearly with time between the minimum frequency fmin

and the maximum frequency fmax. Thus, each chirp can
be characterized by the duration Tchirp and the bandwidth
B = fmax−fmin. Considering a uniform linear antenna ar-
ray, the echo signal at the lth receiver for the target located
at (R, θ) can be expressed as follows:

d(l, n, p) ≈ exp

{
j · 2π

[(
2 ·R ·B
c · Tchirp

+ fd

)
n

fs

+
fmin · l · d · sin θ

c
+ fd · p · Tchirp +

2 · fmin ·R
c

]}
+ ω(l, n, p),

(1)
where n is the index of fast-time samples within each chirp,
p is the index of slow-time samples across different chirps,
c is the speed of light, fd denotes the Doppler shift, fs de-
notes the sampling rate, d denotes the spacing between ad-

Figure 5. Conventional FMCW radar signal processing chain.

Table 1. Radar waveform parameters and performance data.
Parameter Value Performance Value
fmin 77 GHz Range Resolution 0.0349m
fmax 80.76 GHz Maximum Range 14.5m
Tchirp 133.33us Velocity Resolution 0.03m/s
Nchirp 128 Maximum Velocity 4.10m/s

jacent antenna elements, and ω is noise. As the performance
of radar detection is affected by the wave parameters, given
the requirement for floating wastes detection, the parame-
ters are designed as listed in Table. 1.

The raw data sampled by Analog-to-Digital (ADC) can
only be used after the signal processing procedures. Fig-
ure 5 shows the conventional FMCW radar signal process-
ing chain. The sampled echoes are first transferred to the
range-Doppler matrix (RDM) via 1D (range) FFT and 2D
(Doppler) FFT [38]. Then, the signals with stronger energy
in the RDM are detected as targets. Finally, in the direc-
tion of arrival (DOA) processing block, the azimuth and el-
evation to each target is estimated by digital beamforming
(DBF).

In the FloW-RI, we provide the data with preliminary
signal processing, that is RDM. To increase the spatial res-
olution of radar, we use the time division multiplexing-
multiple input multiple output (TDM-MIMO) technique.
Hence, our radar system can reach the equivalent of eight
virtual receiving antennas for azimuth estimation and four
virtual antennas for pitch estimation. Therefore, for each
frame of radar detection, we provide RDM of 12 virtual re-
ceiving antennas. The RDM is a complex matrix and each
cell consists of a real component and an imaginary compo-
nent. Besides, to make the radar data more intuitive, we
provide 4D radar point clouds data which are generated by
constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection and DBF based
on the 12 RDM of each frame.

In the FloW-RI, the millimeter wave radar data and the
images are synchronized by recording the timestamp of
each frame. The sample frequencies of both sensors are 10
Hz. As the speed of the USVs in inland waters is relatively
low (no more than 2 m/s), the synchronization accuracy
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(a) Image of floating wastes.

(b) Radar RDM. (c) Radar point clouds (top view).

Figure 6. In this frame, there are three floating bottles visible in
the image, radar RDM, and radar point clouds. Green boxes frame
the three bottles in all three data formats. Point clouds of bottles
are zoomed in and are shown aside.

can meet the requirement for real-time floating waste detec-
tion in inland waters. The extrinsic parameters between the
radar and camera are provided in the dataset. With the tem-
poral and spatial aligned radar and image data, the fusion of
two sensors is ensured. A frame of data including image,
radar RDM, and radar point clouds is shown in Figure 6.

3.3. Annotation

FloW-Img Annotation. The images in FloW-Img are
labeled by using the famous tool LabelImg [51] to draw a
bounding box covering the floating wastes in each frame
with a single-label. The annotation procedure is time-
consuming as the size of floating wastes in a far distance
is pretty small, making it hard to find the boundary of the
object. In this case, we hire some experienced annotators
in order to ensure efficiency as well as the quality of anno-
tation. Before labeling, the following annotation rules are
unified to avoid ambiguity: All floating wastes captured in
different directions should be labeled. The reflection of the
bottles is not included in the labeled area nor regarded as
an independent object. All of the annotations are repeatedly
verified and corrected to ensure the annotation quality.

FloW-RI Annotation. The annotation for the multi-
modal dataset is based on the images and radar RDM. It
is hard to annotate the RDM directly as the RDM does not
directly reflect the distribution of targets as the image does.
Moreover, the ground truth Doppler velocity of the target
is hard to get. In this case, as illustrated in Figure 7, fol-
lowing steps are taken for annotation in RDM. (1) First,

Figure 7. The annotation processes. In the first image, the red
points on the RDM image show the cells detected by the CFAR
detector with a low threshold. The second image shows the cor-
responding points projected on the RGB image, and the real tar-
get points are annotated (framed by the green boxes). Last image
shows the final real target cells in red.

we set a relatively low detection threshold for RDM and
use DOA estimation to generate 4D radar point clouds. (2)
Then, with the extrinsic calibration result between camera
and radar, we project the point clouds in one frame onto
the corresponding image. For the projection of radar point
clouds, we refer to projection method used in [8]. (3) With
all the point clouds projected onto the image, the real tar-
get points are manually annotated referring to the image.
The points projected on the bottles are considered as real
target points. (4) Finally, as there is a one-to-one matching
between the radar points and cells in RDM, the labels for
radar point clouds are transformed back to annotations for
cells in RDM.

3.4. Dataset Split and Statistics

FloW-Img. The image dataset contains 2,000 images
with 5,271 labeled floating wastes. We follow a 6:4 split for
the training and test set respectively. We randomly select
1,200 images as the training set and the rest as the test set.

The distributions of the number of objects in one frame
and the occupied area of labeled objects for the whole
dataset, the training set, and the test set are shown in Fig-
ure 8. As can be seen, the distributions of different sizes
of targets in training and test data are approximately match-
ing. Small objects ( area < 32× 32) account for the largest
proportion in our dataset, which makes the detection more
challenging.

Besides, we also provide 200 video sequences without
annotations in the FloW-Img dataset. The lasting time of
the sequences varies from several seconds to one minute
and the number of targets contained in each sequence varies
from 1 to 8. The video sequences can be used to support
researches on floating wastes tracking.

FloW-RI. The FloW-RI contains 4,000 frames of syn-
chronized images and radar RDM data, as well as the corre-
sponding radar point clouds of each frame for intuitiveness.
All the frames are from 21 continuous sequences without
sampling to encourage further studies on our dataset, e.g.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. The dataset split and data distribution of the FloW-Img. (a) The distribution of object number in one frame. (b) The distribution
of occupied area per object.

(a) Small (Area < 322 ) (b) Medium (322 < Area < 962) (c) Large (Area > 962) (d) All

Figure 9. PR (precision-recall) curves of different object detection algorithms on the test set of FloW-Img (IoU threshold = 0.5). AP 50

denotes the average precision with the IoU threshold at 0.50.

Table 2. Detection result on test set of FloW-Img using different object detection algorithms.
DSSD [13] RetinaNet [27] YOLO-v3 [46] Faster R-CNN [47] FPN [26] Cascade R-CNN [5]

mmAP 0.275 0.249 0.128 0.184 0.334 0.434
FPS 28.6 7.6 23.2 9.3 7.4 3.9

* mmAP denotes the average precision under IoU=.50:.05:.95.

the object tracking. For the FloW-RI, 16 sequences are se-
lected as the training set and the other 5 sequences are se-
lected as the test set.

4. Experiment and Evaluation

4.1. Experiment on FloW-Img

Vision-based Object Detection Baseline. We evalu-
ate the performance of 6 well-used algorithms for deep-
learning based object detection on our dataset, including
one-stage algorithms DSSD [13], RetinaNet [27], YOLO-
v3 [46], and two-stage algorithms Faster R-CNN [47], FPN
[26], as well as multi-stage Cascade R-CNN [5]. In ad-
dition to the detection accuracy, as the real-time perfor-
mance is important to autonomous cleaning for USVs, we
also recorded the frames per second (FPS) for each algo-
rithm. The experiments are done on the same machine with
GeForce GTX 1070 GPU. The precision-recall curves of

Table 3. The comparison of mmAP on small objects of UAV-BD
and FloW-Img dataset.

Dataset Cascade R-CNN FPN DSSD
UAV-BD [53] 0.491 0.481 0.527

FloW-Img 0.293 0.213 0.121

the results of the above-mentioned algorithms are shown in
Figure 9. The average detection accuracy and the FPS for
each algorithm are shown in Table 2.

We also carry out experiments on relevant dataset to
make a comparison and to illustrate the distinctions of our
dataset. We use three algorithms to test on the UAV-BD
[53] dataset. The comparison of mmAP on small objects
of UAV-BD and our dataset is shown in Table 3.

As can be seen, using the same detection algorithms,
the detection accuracy on small objects in our dataset is
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Table 4. Result on FloW-Img test set. Images from different
datasets are used to train the modal.

Dataset mmAP
UAV-BD [53] 0.058

TACO [42] 0.069
MJU-Waste [54] 0.032

much lower than on UAV-BD. We find that, in addition to
the small size, there are three other challenges in floating
waste detection on our dataset. First, the strong light re-
flection on water surfaces would shade targets. Also, the
water waves can also obscure targets. These two reasons
can cause miss detection. Besides, reflections of objects on
bank cause false alarm as current method can not distin-
guish real targets and bank object reflections. The above
reasons cause challenges for current vision-based method.
On our dataset, among the above algorithms, the Cascade
R-CNN performs best on detection accuracy on our dataset,
being more robust to the size of the objects. However, the
FPS of the Cascade R-CNN is relatively bad and may not
meet the real-time requirements of floating waste detection
for USVs.

To verify the importance of our dataset for the task of
floating waste detection, we also use other relevant datasets
to train the modal and test the modal on the data of real-
world floating bottles. The experiment is based on Cascade
R-CNN (Resnet101 as backbone). We use the UAV-BD
dataset, TACO dataset and MJU-Waste dataset (only the im-
ages contain bottles or drink cans are selected for our use)
respectively to re-train the modal and test on the FloW-Img
test set. As shown in Table 4, the detection accuracy on the
real-world floating bottles is pretty low.

4.2. Experiment on FloW-RI

For the multimodal dataset FloW-RI, we carry out exper-
iments on image and radar data respectively, as well as on
the fusion of image and radar data.

For vision-based detection, we use the Cascade R-CNN
(Resnet101 as backbone, re-trained on the training set of
FloW-RI) to detect floating wastes in images of FloW-RI
test set.

For radar-based object detection, we evaluate the detec-
tion accuracy on both the radar RDM images and radar point
clouds. For detection in radar RDM images, we also use the
Cascade R-CNN (Resnet101 as backbone) like we use for
detection in images. For detection in radar point clouds,
we carry out the experiment using the VoteNet [43]. The
VoteNet is an end-to-end 3D object detection network based
on a synergy of deep point set networks and Hough voting.

For the image-radar fusion based object detection, we
test two algorithms proposed in [37] and [23].

Table 5. Detection result on FloW-RI.
Data Format Method AP 50

RGB Image Cascade R-CNN [5] 0.640
Radar RDM Image Cascade R-CNN [5] 0.898
Radar Point Cloud VoteNet [43] 0.405

Point Cloud + Image CRF-Net [37] 0.754
Point Cloud + Image Li et al. [23] 0.677

* The evaluation for radar point cloud are done in 2-D
spaces.

The results on the test set are shown in Table 5. As can
be seen, when using the same detection algorithm, the de-
tection performance on radar RDM is better than on images.
Radar data show good potential to be used for floating waste
detection in inland waters. In addition, it can also be seen
that, the fusion based method out-performs the vision based
methods in some degree. However, these two fusion-based
methods and most of other proposed methods mainly aim at
object detection in driving scenes on roads. We think that,
for small object detection on water surfaces, there are still
some improvements worth to be done.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce FloW, the first dataset for
floating waste detection in inland waters. The FloW con-
sists of two sub-datasets, FloW-Img and FloW-RI. The
FloW-Img contains 2,000 annotated images and 200 video
sequences without annotation. The FloW-RI is a multi-
modal dataset which contains 4,000 frames of synchronized
images and millimeter wave radar data. We evaluate the per-
formance of some classical vision-based object detection
algorithms and radar detectors on our dataset. The exper-
iment results show that for vision-based object detection,
the robustness of the model needs to be improved to meet
the requirement of practical applications. By publishing the
dataset, we hope that the accuracy of floating wastes detec-
tion could be improved and more attention could be paid to
wastes cleaning in the water areas. In the future, we will
collect other kinds of floating wastes for more categories in
some polluted waters for public use, to stimulate the practi-
cal applications of autonomous cleaning in inland waters.
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